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Thank you for downloading this presentation. The purpose is to give perspective on 
projects where highly disruptive technologies or programs with deeply uncharttd
processes may intimidate the team, create uncertainty and even analysis paralysis.
My goal is to help define white space from a team perspective, identify techniques to 
reduce team uncertainty with mapping exercises and give two examples where we 
used a mapping exercise to reduce white space.
-Medication Therapy Management 
-Block chain for credentialing providers
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DRAW HOW TO MAKE TOAST

• Tom Wujec of Autodesk

• https://www.drawtoast.com/index.html#.WnylGSXwaM8

Slide 1
Why “draw how to make toast?”
I watched this video again last year when I was challenged with “storming” a new 
team.
“Storming” refers to the second stage of model group development as in The 
forming–storming–norming–performing model of group development. 
First proposed by Bruce Tuckman in 1965, who said that these phases are all 
necessary and inevitable in order for the team to grow, plan work and deliver results.
I thought, “Wow, great way to gain understanding of team perspectives, back 
grounds, things that can add value to performance.”
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WHAT IS WHITE SPACE?

How teams can collaborate to reduce ‘White Space’

Teams domain of knowledge as the opposite of ‘white space’?
Individual knowledge and expertise is demonstrated by the circle of grey inside our 
white space environment.
Adding team members may help reduce this white space-different knowledge sets, 
skills, experience.
Notice some overlapping. You know that? I know that too.
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WHAT IS WHITE SPACE

Not all knowledge and skill overlaps neatly. Some of us have more knowledge. Others 
may join the team with skills that do not overlap at all. The three team members on 
the left may be developers or technicians from a vendor.
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LEAN

AGILE

KANBAN

XP

DSDM

FDD

Crystal

SCRUM

ScrumBAN

DevOps

LEAN/UX

Some perspectives on Process management and project management are necessary 
for us to understand the evolution of our techniques for story mapping.
History of LEAN- goes back to ‘Just in Time Production’ and the manufacturing 
advantages of interchangeable parts. Evolution of the Kanban for communicating 
changes in processes came out of Toyota manufacturing floors in the 1960’s and LEAN 
was manufacturing revolution. The same principles can be identified in the 
movement from waterfall to agile processes in the development of software as 
service. Knowledge expands as we communicate, engage and meet needs in shorter 
iterations. The increased velocity of product delivery has been the benefit of iterative 
methods.
17 years since the Agile manifesto, we are now moving closure to the needs of the 
customer as companies are now releasing products on the web daily and sometimes 
hourly. This has been the benefit of Devops.  
Over the last three years, authors such as Jeff Gothelf, Jim Seiden and James Kalbach
have written extensively about techniques for mapping user experiences. I connect 
these methods as part of the Lean/UX movement.
Goal tonight is to expand on the purpose of techniques used to collect requirements 
as methods to tackle the barrier of ‘White Space’.
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REDUCING WHITE SPACE

AFFINITY MAPPING
INTERRALATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
TREE DIAGRAM
PRIORITIZATION MATRIX
MATRIX DIAGRAM
PDPC
ACTIVITY NETWORK DIAGRAM

Affinity Mapping is typically a BA tool for organizing ideas and data for teams engaged 
in solving a problem or collecting information.

One of Seven Management and Planning Tools:
Affinity Diagram
Interrelationship Diagram
Tree Diagram
Prioritization Matrix
Quality Tables
PDPC-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Activity Network Diagrams

Main communication point- “Mapping as a team exercise”
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REDUCING WHITE SPACE

AFFINITY MAPPING
ALIGNMENT MAPS
USER JOURNEYS
MAPPING EXPERIENCES

Evolution under the Devops and LEAN/UX movement for increasing the velocity of 
customer feedback for delivering quality in software in the mobile world.
Work of Jeff Gothelf, Jim Seiden and James Kalbach who has a blog on how we 
experience information in the digital world.

See: Lean/UX, Jeff Gothelf and Jeff Seiden
The Lean Mindset; Ask the right questions by Mary and Tom Poppendieck
Mapping Experiences; A Complete Guide to Creating Value Through Journeys, 

Blueprints & Diagrams, Kalbach
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REDUCING WHITE SPACE

User mapping Explained.
Some examples can be chaotic yet software firms like Atlassian have developed 
advanced mapping story boards in Jira which is an advantage for non collocated 
teams.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY: EMBEDDED PHARMACIST PATH TO PILOT MTM PARTICIPATION

Phx learns of 
TN MTM Pilot Phx Applies for 

Medi ID
and min reqs

TPA Reaches out to 
Phx

Phx enters CPA 
with PCMH

PCMH Admin 
provides CCT 

form 
registration

Phx
completes 

CCT 
registration

Phx begins 
reach out to 
TN members

Phx enters 
claim with 

MCO

Phx
completes 

CCT training

Phx records 
encounter to 

initiate 
program

MCO submits 
claim to 
TNCare

TNCare reimburses 
MCO

MCO submits 
reimbursement 

to Phx

The Agency of TennCare launched a Medication Therapy Management pilot to 
encourage pharmacists who are embedded in doctors offices to engage TennCare 
members and consult on their medication. The program would target certain high risk 
groups in an attempt to reduce emergency room visits and help promote medication 
adherence.
This is a map of the path a pharmacist would have to travel to become a pilot 
program participant and begin to receive pilot payments for seeing TennCare 
members.
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WHAT IS WHITE SPACE

Phx enters 
CPA with 
PCMH

Are all the Collaborative Practice Agreements the same?
Are we assuming the TNCare member only goes to one pharmacist?
Are we assuming the Phx only works for one provider?

Is the pharmacist independent or employed?
Is the pharmacist allowed to engage over the phone?

Does the pharmacist perform in multiple settings?
Are telephonic encounters the same as in person encounters?

Is there an ICD code to differentiate the encounter?

What is the development effort to create different CPA’s?

There were certain assumptions about the process and so in our mapping exercise, 
we broke down the step where a pharmacist would enter into a collaborative practice 
agreement with a providers office (here designated as the PCMH or Patient Centered 
Medical Home).
After asking several questions, we realized the assumptions had not revealed certain 
conditions that were possible. The result was an amendment to the network 
agreement with the Managed Care organizations who were providing insurance 
coverage for the state. 
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SOLVED BY MAPPING EXPERIENCE

After the mapping exercise, the circle of knowledge by some team members 
expanded and there was much less white space.
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MORE WHITE SPACE: PROJECTS THAT EXPLORE BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

What is a BLOCK CHAIN?
WHY ARE WE LOOKING AT IT?
IS IT LEGAL?
WHO CAN DO IT?
WHAT WILL IT COST?
WHAT IF WE GET HACKED?

Let take a turn into a very big ‘white space’. The use of block chain technology to 
increase the transmission of information securely and potentially build in the 
performance of smart contracts to replace 3rd party intermediaries.

The audience is probably not very familiar with block Chain and so that represents an 
opportunity for a working user mapping session.
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MORE WHITE SPACE: PROJECTS THAT EXPLORE BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

http://www.capitol.tn.gov/Bills/110/Fiscal/HB1507.pdf

Diploma

State 
Licensure

Medicaid ID

Managed Care 
Network

Provider Office or 
Hospital

Academic 
Institutions

Provider credentialing is more than just another form to fill out or a minor nuisance; 
it’s a complex, ongoing process and a critically important one at that. Without 
successful credentialing, provider reimbursement for medical services can be delayed 
and, even, denied. Given its many steps, critical deadlines and lurking uncertainties, 
provider credentialing is business critical for your practice.
Even after submitting the myriad documents and forms to a variety of third parties to 
verify your credentials after joining a practice, don’t think that you are done. Even 
though most facilities and health plans do not require a full re-hashing of the 
credentialing process, most oblige you to submit annual updates.

The State was exploring the potential for a low risk, high profile block chain business 
model that would not cost much money. Tenncare very briefly explored the potential 
to use block chain as a providence for a providers qualification.
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MORE WHITE SPACE: PROJECTS THAT EXPLORE BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Differentiate  BLOCK CHAIN from Cryptocurrencies

A block Chain is that immutable distributed ledger that records the academic and 
licensure qualification of the provider.
It is secure, readable, immutable and the provider can add to their credential with the 
aid of a trusted writer to the block chain.
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MORE WHITE SPACE: PROJECTS THAT EXPLORE BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Does Block Chain Makes Sense?

1. Do we need to store data?
2. Are there multiple writers to the chain?
3. Can we use a TTP who is always online?
4. Are all writers known?
5. Are all writers trusted?

Some questions we needed to answer if we were going to explore this potential.
Yes we need to store the credential as data.
A credential may come from multiple academic institutions.
A trusted third party can validate the data at any time.
The state would need to know all the writers as authorities if they were to be trusted.
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MORE WHITE SPACE: PROJECTS THAT EXPLORE BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain user map

Do you need 
a store 
state?

Are there 
multiple 
writers?

Are all 
writers 

known and 
trusted?

Permissionless

Permissioned

Permissioned
(Private)

Don’t use a 
blockchain

If the criteria for a block chain is not met under the first three diamonds, then a block 
chain would not make sense.
1. We need to store data
2. Yes there are multiple writers/ Academic institutions
3. All the writers may not be known or trusted such as shady foreign medical 

schools.
4. The Agency may be a writer if the established Medicaid ID were part of the block 

chain
5. However because the state would depend on a TTP (Trusted Third Party) to 

validate the block, this was not much different than the current status quo.
Although a standardized block chain for the providence of provider credential has 
possibility, the Agency of TennCare cannot discern the financial or trust advantage at 
this point.

Decision: Do not pursue block chain for provider credentialing.
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WHITE SPACE: SUMMARIZING

• Defined White Space for project teams
• Introduced the challenge and tools that exist to 

reduce White Space
• Used two examples:

1. Medication Therapy Management pilot
2. Exploration of Block Chain to store provider 

credential data

In summary: I have attempted to define how challenging project white space can be 
for team dynamics.
The methods of mapping user stories and user journeys can reduce the white space 
for the larger team.
We used examples of the journey for a pharmacist to become a pilot provider In the 
State Medication Therapy Management program.
And finally, we joined in a user mapping experience for determining if the 
development of a block chain to record the providence of the providers credential 
would make sense as a potential business model for the Agency of TennCare.
The decision was that at this point, without a defined standard for a TTP to confirm 
the providence, the Agency does not see the advantage.
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ARTHUR C. CLARKE

“Any sufficiently advanced 
technology is indistinguishable from 
magic!”

Arthur C.Clark – British Science Fiction writer, inventor, futurist most famous for his 
1968 film” 2001: A Space Odyssey.

What is the challenge of a rapidly developing technology ?- unknowns, fear, 
insecurity when not the domain expert. 

This defines white space and it is a team risk as well as an individual fear. This is why 
we engage the different perspective of members to fill in the white space.

Considering the speed of change in our current technological environment, we are 
faced with magic daily. This challenges the team dynamic.
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RESOURCES
• https://www.drawtoast.com/

• https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/the-3-foundations-of-lean-ux

• LeanUX, Jeff Gothelf and Josh Seiden

• Mapping Experiences, Jeff Kalbach, O’Rielly, 2016

• Affinity Diagrams, PMBOK 5, p.245

• https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/providers/pharmacy/medication-therapy-

management-pilot-program.html

• Do you need a Blockchain?; Karl Wüst, Arthur Gervais, https://eprint.iacr.org/2017/375.pdf
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